Letter from the Dean

Dear Members of the “CLASS” of 2017:

Let me be among the first to congratulate you on such a monumental achievement at this juncture in your lives…¡Felicidades! I, too, share the pride and excitement of your parents, close and distant family members, and communities that will celebrate you and your achievement. I hope that your experiences as a major in CLASS were filled with memories of sharing with professors and fellow students. As Dean, I am interested in knowing about your lives after CLASS and UH; so, do keep in touch as you leave campus in order to take your place in the world as informed critical and analytical thinkers, ready for the challenges of our ever-changing world. Congratulations!

Antonio D. Tillis, Dean
The College of Liberal Arts & Social Sciences (CLASS) is a dynamic academic environment dedicated to the study of human creativity and society, as well as our mental and physical capabilities and conditions. The largest and most diverse of the 15 academic colleges at the University of Houston, CLASS is home to 14 schools and departments, encompassing humanities and social sciences.

Undergraduate and graduate majors cover the full-range of the human experience – from anthropology to human space exploration sciences. The College also offers social and cultural analysis in African American, Mexican American, Women’s, Gender and Sexuality and other interdisciplinary studies programs.

CLASS extends its scholarship to the university, City of Houston and nation through its policy, research and cultural centers, which include the Hobby Center for Public Policy and the University Speech, Language and Hearing Clinic.

The College’s goal is to stimulate and expand students’ cultural, mental and physical explorations through rich course offerings, learning abroad programs and campus events. We encourage students to delve into the questions of life while building critical and analytical skills that animate professions and launch successful careers.

Our 345 permanent faculty members educate nearly 10,000 undergraduate majors and minors and 1,200 graduate students, preparing them for future studies and professional achievements.

By accessing and using new communication and research tools, CLASS students increase their reasoning skills, cultural awareness and ethical judgment. That foundation gives them the capacity to pursue their passions.

CLASS graduates are tomorrow’s economists, journalists, diplomats, lawyers and doctors. Whatever they choose to do in life, CLASS graduates are prepared to make meaningful contributions to multi-cultural societies and global economies.
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Ceremony Agenda
Sunday, May 14, 2017, 9 a.m.
NRG Stadium

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Moores School of Music Brass Quintet

PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS
University of Houston Air Force ROTC

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Moores School of Music Concert Chorale

WELCOME ADDRESS
Antonio D. Tillis
M.D. Anderson Professor of Hispanic Studies
Dean of the College

INTRODUCTION OF PLATFORM PARTY
Dean Tillis

HONORS COLLEGE
Lawrence Curry
Professor Emeritus

CANDIDATES RECOGNITION
Lawrence Curry

RECOGNITION OF HONORS
Catherine Patterson
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATE CANDIDATES
Beth Olson and Richard Armstrong

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

JACK J. VALENTI
Temple Northup

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION
Martha Dunkelberger

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
Christian Eberhart

SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
David Papell

DEPARTMENT OF COMPARATIVE
James Kastely

CULTURAL STUDIES
Daniel O’Connor

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Gabriela Ventura

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Abdel Razzaq Takriti

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Hildegard Glass

AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND MODERN
AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY      David Phillips
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  Susan Scarrow
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION      James Thurmond
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY        Jack Fletcher
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY    Jim Granato
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY        Xavia Karner
WOMEN'S, GENDER & SEXUALITY STUDIES  Elizabeth Gregory
CONCLUDING REMARKS          Dean Tillis
ALMA MATER                   Moores School of Music Concert Chorale
RECESSIONAL                  Moores School of Music Brass Quintet
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Spring 2017

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

Celine Boulenger
Two Essays on Climate Change in Developing Countries
ADVISOR: Dr. David Papell

Yilin Dong
Essays in Urban Economics: Agglomeration Economies in the Manufacturing Sector and Land Constraints on Housing Markets
ADVISOR: Dr. Janet Kohlhase

Sophia Kazinnik
Essays on Monetary Policy in Israel
ADVISOR: Dr. David Papell

Subash Khatry
Essays on Migration, Remittances, and Welfare
ADVISOR: Dr. Bent Sorensen

Doctor of Philosophy in English

Lane Ferrero Fletcher
Minding the Gap: Constructing Students Who Transfer Between Community College and University
ADVISOR: Dr. James Zebroski

Elizabeth Blomstedt
Teaching in the Aftermath of the Test: Understanding and Addressing Student Conceptions of Writing in the Era of High-Stakes Testing
ADVISOR: Dr. James Zebroski

Chrisoula Mouliatis Gonzales
Making Space: The Case for Amatory Fiction, 1660-1740
ADVISOR: Dr. Ann Christensen

Creative Writing

Selena G. Anderson
There You Are
ADVISOR: Professor Mat Johnson

Christopher Noel Eric Hutchinson
In the Vicinity of Riches
ADVISOR: Professor Nick Flynn

Dana Kroos
The Archive of In-Air Incidents
ADVISOR: Professor Peter Turchi

Shane Michael Lake
Hero Complex
ADVISOR: Professor Kevin Prufer

Meghan Lindsay Martin
Wulf & Eadwacer
ADVISOR: Professor Nick Flynn

Henk Rossouw
Xamissa
ADVISOR: Dr. Roberto J. Tejada

Matthew Edward Salesses
The Murder of the Doppelgänger
ADVISOR: Professor Mat Johnson

Doctor of Philosophy in Health and Human Performance

Nathan Howard Parker
Preoperative Exercise for Patients with Pancreatic Cancer: Feasibility, Influences and Outcomes
CO-ADVISORS: Dr. Daniel P. O’Connor and Dr. Rebecca E. Lee
Doctor of Philosophy in Hispanic Studies

Rosario G. Casillas
El pronombre formal en clases mixtas de Español Médico: Un Reto para Estudiantes de Derencia Hispana
ADVISOR: Dr. Marta Fairclough

Sarah Elisabeth Pina
The Atlantis Effect: Aquatic Invocations and the (Re)claiming of Women’s Space through the Works and Archives of Lydia Cabrera, Gloria Anzaldúa, and tatiana de la tierra
ADVISOR: Dr. Gabriela Baeza Ventura

Josefina Sanchez-Money
El itinerario del monstruo: la mujer como sujeto periférico en el siglo XIX
ADVISOR: Dr. Maria Elena Solino

Doctor of Philosophy in History

Sandra D. Davidson
Propaganda, Pressure, and Patriotism: the Texas State Council of Defense and the Politics of Gender, Race, and Class During World War I
ADVISOR: Dr. Nancy Beck Young

Brett T. Olmsted
ADVISOR: Dr. Monica Perales

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

Clinical Psychology
William Alexander Alverson
Relationships Among Cognition, Symptom Validity, and Self-Reported Disability.
ADVISOR: Dr. Paul Massman

Charles P. Brandt
Development and Implementation of an HIV and Anxiety Management/Reduction Program (HAMRT).
ADVISOR: Dr. Michael J. Zvolensky

Elizabeth A. Burris Garner
Comparison of Malingering Measures, Suggestion, and Litigation Status Among Personal Injury Litigants
ADVISOR: John P. Vincent, Ph.D., ABPP

John T. Elias
Contribution of Executive Functions, Math Anxiety, and Parental Expectations Toward Math Achievement
ADVISOR: Dr. Paul Cirino

Marika Pers Faytell
Investigating the Interrelationships Between Fatigue, Memory Impairment, and Adherence Among Persons Living With HIV Disease
ADVISOR: Dr. Steven Paul Woods

Elyssa Gerst
Processing Speed in Children: Examination of the Structure in Middle Childhood and its Impact on Reading.
ADVISOR: Dr. Paul Cirino

Susan Iyican
The Proximal Effect of Alcohol on Intimate Partner Violence
ADVISOR: Dr. Julia C. Babcock

William Harrison Mellick
Neural Response to Peer Rejection in Clinically Depressed Adolescents and Healthy Controls
ADVISOR: Dr. Carla Sharp

Johannah Madison Sommer
Emotions That Predict Intimate Partner Violence Among Women and Men
ADVISOR: Dr. Julia C. Babcock

Developmental Psychology
Madeleine V. Gorges
Redefining Color in Synesthesia
ADVISOR: Dr. Arturo Hernandez
Catherine E. Jockell
Spelin Misstekes: What ELL and Monolingual Students’ Spelling Errors Reveal About Their Linguistic Knowledge
ADVISOR: Dr. Jack Fletcher

Victoria Ellen Wagner
The Effects of Age of Acquisition and Proficiency on the Neural Correlates of Categorical Perception of Non-native Speech.
ADVISOR: Dr. Arturo Hernandez

Industrial / Organizational Psychology
Lars Johnson
Do Goal-Focused Leaders Curtail Subordinate Production Deviance? Contributing to the Validity Evidence of the GFL Measure
ADVISOR: Dr. L.A Witt

Amanda Palmer
Acquiring vs. Conserving Resources: Examining the Effects of Distributive Justice on Emotional Exhaustion in Academia
ADVISOR: Dr. L.A. Witt

MASTER OF ARTS

Jack J. Valenti School of Communication
Mass Communication
Megan Brann
Hope Rischar Carter
Leiyu Liu
Beatriz Veronica Romero Peinate

Public Relations
Denily del Carmen Acosta Izzo
Claudia Resendez
Armand H. Viscarri

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Anum Arif
Margaret Allison Cashiola
Amanda Weeks Chapman

Jessica A. Conners
Tiana Marie Cowan
Judith Saray De La Garza
Dionne Ashley Dias
Samantha Cheryl Diep
Natalie Elizabeth Ewing
Cecilia Carolina Felix
Diana T. Gonzalez
Camille Marche Hall
Stephanie Leigh Henderson
Alyssa M. Ives
Jacqueline Nicole Jewell
Katsiaryna Kazhuro
Ethan Ray Kleine
Emily A. Leitko
Anna Miriam Lennartson
Lunell S. Martin
Josephine Nguyen
Karen Sims Ogier
Marylou Pena
Kiara Wilson Reed
Alexis Rhodes
Cristina Rincon
Aaron Andrew Rodriguez
Angela Salinas
Annamarie Sanderford
Crystal Yvette Santos
Chloe Artemis Shilaos
Kira L. Stork
Brett Wayne Taylor
Kelly A. Tobey
Marianna Urdaneta Hammond
Logan Walsh
Trashunda Williams
Nicole Marie Wren

Department of Comparative and Cultural Studies
Anthropology
Franklin T. Alexander
Sergio Elizarraga  
Alexandria Knight Fruge  
Anthony E. Mouton  
Aaron Frederick Ott  
Alexander Samuel Palermo  

Department of Economics  
Eirini Magames  
Kangwook Noh  

Department of English  
Master of Arts  
Ian Matthew Menard  

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing  
Melanie Pierce Brkich  
Samuel J. Dinger  
Rachel Clara Fairbank  
Jonathan David Meyer  
Brennan Kyle Peel  
Nathan A. Stabenfeldt  
Andrea Valentina Syzdek  

Department of Health and Human Performance  
Master of Athletic Training  
Sahifah Ansari  
Jose Carlos Chavez-Madrid  
Daniel Denzler  
Elana Jalessia Frank  
Melanie Kwok  
Marianne Ruth Landon  
Stephanie Lopez  
Jamiere Marina  
Sofia Mata  
Jessica Mayol  
John Ryan Milnes  
Travis D. Odom  
Cody Allen Painter  
Shanequa J. Parker  
Rachel I. Poe  

Department of Political Science  
Ryan M. Jewell  
Kim Manh  
John T. Mcdonald  
Philip Daniel Waggoner  

Department of Psychology  
Megan K. Britton
Brittany Cerbone
Sana Haddad
Judy Hsiao-Lan Hong
Brooke Kauffman
Jordan E. Kirkland
Kristin M. Korycinski
William H. Lacey
Simon Lau
Andrew S. Rosenblatt
Audrey Utti

Master in Public Administration
Bria N. Adams

Master in Public Policy
Thomas M. Brown
Cynthia Jean Crews
Manuel Alejandro Cruz
Charity M. Dominguez
Ebony Chaunte Fleming
Benjamin Forbes Hanna
Taelor Mark Hardesty
Carlos Alfredo Villegas
Rex Anne C. Waggoner

Department of Sociology
Yvonne Chen
John Gregory Daues
Michael Edward Ohsfeldt
Alyssa Vitas Yan

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science

Jack J. Valenti School of Communication

Banner Bearer
Alaina Renee Spiers 4

Advertising
Alexander Orville Box
Madeline Lucia Calvo
Eriel R. Chambers
Madeline Victoria Edwards
Julie Nabil Farag 3
Karla A. Figueroa 2
Maria Nieves Gomez
Nimra Haroon
Derrick Monroe Hensley
Lauren Taylor Hill
Taysia Ciurana Holmes
I-Hsuan Huang
Lauren Patricia Klich
Samantha Jovanna Lopez 2
Raymond Michael Taylor McNair
Cristina Muñiz
Anh H. Nguyen
Meera Cathrine Norton
Ivana Marie Nuñez 2
Patrick David Plant
Christa Kendal Schultz
Mabel Daniella Leon Ulloa
Kriti Wadhera
Lizabeth Anne Waldrop
Jasha R. Wildstar

Corporate Communication
Amy Lee Zulko Borja
Shane C. Brandt
JonPaul Ray Clayton

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Ian Joseph Crear
Kathryn M. Flores
Viridiana Gallegos
Taylor D. Harris
Kyle A. Knight
Kimberly Lopez
Peter Ly
Holly Nicole Ojeda
Heather Ann Ortiz
Melody Ann Samuel
Michael Raymond Syzek

**Health Communication**
John J. Hough
Abeer Abdel-Karim Issa
Tyia M. Searcy
Ioana Zaharia

**Integrated Communication**
Breanne Aubrey Beal
Melanie Campos
Roxi Fam
Andrew Tipton Golden
Erica N. Gonzalez
Cara Monique Hernandez
Jennifer Herrera
Ba-Phuoc Tran Le
Dawn Mann
Jade A. Marsh
Monica Giselle Martinez
Christina Marie Mevs
Andres F. Monroy
Riham Emad Mourad
Jennifer Esperanza Orellana
Samuel David Perez
Nicholas Steven Perras
James A. Robertson
Sydney Sanders
Sarah Bassett Scott

Chantel Nicole Smith
Alaina Renee Spiers
Matthew Ryan Strange
Alexander A. Tovar

**Interpersonal Communication**
Cassandra Janaye Calvin
Lauren Elizabeth Gaetano
Paul Donald Lambert
Anahí Stephani Murillo
Franklin Jamaal Reed
Michelle Rosas
Shelby Jade Salisbury

**Journalism**
Rolando Cruz Acosta
Rebekah Alejandra Barquero
Dmitriy Borovoykh
Peyton Leigh Bracamontez
Bianca Marie Butron
Victoria Lynn Christensen
Matthew Christopher Cohan
John Cooper
Laina Nicole Dennson
Efren Diosdado
Nihad T. Djemal
Kerri N. Elliott-Barnes
Elena Alexa Espitia
Gabriela K. García
Odalis García
Laura Evelyn Gillespie
Jaylon J. Giron
Elizabeth Beatriz Gomez
Jennah Gabrielle Gonzales
BreeAngela Elyse Hamilton
Rebekah Celeste Henry
Sierra N. Henry
Karis M. Johnson
Katelyn E. Kenney

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Allen Huy Le
Bailee M. Logsdon
Cameron Alexis Meyer
Terrance Shawn Mosley II
Sean Nze Nwadinobi ³
Kaitlyn Jane Palividas ²
Timothy Payne
Lillian R. Rader
Fernando Salvador Ramirez
Alejandra Verenice Rodriguez ³
Lesley A. Saenz
Sarah C. Safarzadeh
Delilah Ann Sampson
Joshua Smith ³
Brenda Samantha Tamez
Marimar Paola Tello
Jonathan A. Valadez ²
Samantha M. Vasquez
Lakaya Williams

Media Production
Brian Chikere Ajieren
Farah Amine
Kevin Anderson
Jaylin Symone Baldridge
Falon Amber Boehm ²
Leandro Antonio Caceres
Stephanie Yvette Cavazos
Adrian L. Cortez ²
Victoria Nellie Denker
Ruby Lee Dove II ³
Emily Nicole Downer
Krystin Gabrielle Edwards
Gabrielle Lovonne Finley
Seth D. Fisher
Taylor McCall Gillespie
Eric A. Gomez
Francisco Javier Moreno Guerra ²
Joseph Ruben Guerrero
Ilse Rosario Hernandez
Quinton T. Huebner ³
Bianca Elizabeth Isbell
Brittany Alexis Johnson
Taylor Ann Knigge
Sydnie Dan’El Mares ³
Steve N. Muiruri
Kyle J. Murphy
Michelle Uyen Nguyen ¹
Simone Nguyen
Ailia Kendall Owen
Avery H. Pham
Christian Emmanuel Alonzo Rea ³
Cynthia Rodriguez
Jordan Andrew Traylor
Waverly Nicole Wilder
Gabrielle Wojtowicz

Media Studies
Jaryd S. Marsh

Public Relations
Mariana Aguinaco
Arcelia Ruby Arratia
Natalia Ascencio ³
Kurtis William Ball
Navashe Jenese Banks
Karley E. Biscoe
Nancy Calvo
Rhianna M. Campbell
Victoria Ann Christensen ³
Briana Rene Derry
Sally Duong
Jatoriyae M. Dupree-Jones ²
Carla Della Femina ⁵
Sarah Gabrielle Ferris ²
Evan B. Frazier
Lauren Gabrielle Fuentes
Kimberly Elise Fulmer

¹ Summa Cum Laude – ² Magna Cum Laude – ³ Cum Laude – ⁴ College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – ⁵ Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Cynthia Guerrero
Jose Amparo Hernandez, Jr.
Leticia Hernandez
Christy Mai Khanh Ho
Sarah Hoffman
Jillian NonaMae Kutach
Lillian M. Lara
Alyssa Hope Laygan
Erica J. Lee
John Matthew Lenz
Jaime Martinez
D'Anna Mashell Mayes
Jayme Leigh Montes
Aminat Oluwaremilekun Muibi
Nour Nafie
Natasha Nicole Naik
Krystal Nalesnik
Leah Marie Nash
Cameron E. Ochoa
Aunjalie Patel
Eldin Guillen Ramos
Evelyn Reyes
Destini Cher’ne Robinson
Nikolai K. Robinson
Franco Alejandro Rosales
Katherine Martha Sacklah
Alexandria Taylor

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Banner Bearer
Samantha N. Noel

American Sign Language Interpreting
Dominique Chantel Blaske
Chantal Lynn Evans
Breonna Nichole Holcombe
Lawren Ann-Marie Kimble
Kiarah Elyse Moore
Jada Tibbs Simpson

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Amanda M. Affonso
Amber Dawn Ainsworth
Melanie Alys Aleman
Laura Karen Amezcu
Yasmin Atiya
Victoria Atkins
Sania Azeem
Nichole S. Batagower
Camila Blanc
Brittney Chanelle Bort
Kira Botha
Kayla Lauren Star Campbell
Carolina M. Cantu
Thao-An Vuong Cao
Alexis Casas
Alejandra Cepeda
Laura Elizabeth De La Cruz
Emily Faviola De La Sancha
Karen Suzanna Delgado
Adriana De Los Santos
Christina Diaz-Rosales
Lindsay Taylor Fleming
Evelyn Flores
Ryan J. Franks
Alec Peter Gagnon
Hilda Lory Garcia
Rocio Delalba Garza
Graciela Gonzalez
Elizabeth Mary Grifaldo
Brittany Irene Guajardo
Narcissa Yamilet Hernandez
Conner Hightower
Diana Faleh Hindi
Jennifer Jaimez
Courtney Blake Jennings

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Canditates for Graduation

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Department of Comparative Cultural Studies

Banner Bearer
Lauren Ashley Erickson 1

Anthropology
Alexander E. Anderson
Reece Allen Buck
Johanna Coreas 3
Juanita M. Deaver
Lauren Ashley Erickson 1
Joseph Lee Fernandez
Elias Manuel Fernandez-Ettelson
Melyynna Estefania Garcia
Rosario M. Garcia
Cassandra E. Kopecky
Kristina D. Mallillin
Meredith Anne Mata
Angela Li Monteza 1
Daniel Frederick Moore
Guadalupe Orozco
Lindsay J. Parker
Peter M. Cisneros Peixoto
Mayra Ramirez
Erin N. Richardson 3
Manuel De Jesus Rodriguez
Chloe Mirelle Stowell 2
Benjamin Joseph Turk 2
Taylor Elizabeth Wetzel

Liberal Studies
Susie Janet Almaguer
Allison Rodriguez Arriola
Jordan C. Babineaux
Sarah Barbandi 1
Corina E. Carrizales
Maria Eugenia Ferreira 2
Morgan N. Garvin
Pricilla Ashley Gutierrez 2
Barbara De Las Merce Herrera 3
Manvitha Venkatasai Katta 1
Kyle A. Knight 2
Pprecious Gwyneshia Matthew
José Luis Madrid Medrano

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) –
5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Rashad J. Moody ³
Kiarah Elyse Moore ²
Melanie O. Nkwocha
Alexandra D. Perez-Tejada
Ariana C. Peruzzi ¹
Rebekah A. Richardson ²
Devante Miguel Rivera
Traveon Dinell Rogers ³
Jacob Aaron Roman ³
Tyler Nathaniel Stanley
Jhinna Gabriela Salinas
Debrianah Tabb
Hoang Thi Ton Nu Cong Tang ²
Samantha Alexandra Thomson
Andrew Jaymes Wells
Keith David Wiley
Nikita Williams

Department of Economics

Banner Bearer
Matthew Steele Adcock ¹

Economics

Angie Garay Aceves ²
Kaylin D. Adams-Richard
Matthew Steele Adcock ¹
Sarah Ashraf Ali
Matthew Isaac Amescua
Sonya Katerina Bandouil
Shivam Yogesh Bhakta ²
Benjamin James Biskynis ²
Gabriella Mae Beckstrom Bonnefil
John Paul Brucato
Miguel Castillo
Yoon A. Chang
Xiaoxi Chen ³
Charlie S. Cheng
Han Chen Chiu
Zachary Lee Cross
Connor A. Crosslin ²
Hernan Degante
Kyle Lee Dixon
Joshua A. Freed ²
Eloy Garza
Chris Georgalos
Cesar Alberto Contreras Gonzalez
Billy Allen Graves ⁷
Angelo Martin Guadalquiver
Jonathan I. Gutierrez
Moufid Mohammad Hajjar
Marco Hadisurya Halim
Liliana Amada Lopez Hernandez
Trey Anthony Hunold
Chandra Monique Ibrahim
Dylan Avram Ikhimokpa
Joshua Devan Kam
Sanchit Kamble
Rizwaan G. Lakhani ³
Briana Bao Thu Le
Mayra Genneva Maldonado
Genesis Martinez
Wesley Almer McCagg ¹
Jake M. Morgan
Adam Mauricio Nixon-Torres
Kaodichi Patrick Ohiri
Amir A. Omar ³
Reagan Andrew Page
Vishay Patel
Travis Lee Pirtle
Nazaret Reyes
Javier Reyna
Daniel R. Rodriguez
Nolan E. Rodriguez
Harrison G. Rusk
Lics N. Santana
Shelby Rae Schumacher
Haakam Sherwani

¹ Summa Cum Laude – ² Magna Cum Laude – ³ Cum Laude – ⁴ College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – ⁵ Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Thomas Andrew Slauter ³
Shane A. Smith ³
Justin A. Sodipe
Nitika Subramanian
Tiffany D. Udom ²
Shreeya Manish Upadhyay
Blake D. Upchurch
William Joseph Vedder
Qurut-ul-ain Karim Wasaya ¹
Brooke Ashley Washburn
Godlove M. Zuo ²

Department of English
BANNER BEARER
Sarah Elizabeth Backer ¹

Creative Writing
Sarah Elizabeth Backer ¹
LeeAnne Carlson ³
Breanna Shauntil Cleveland
Joanne Damian ²
Cody Andrew Durain
Jonathan Elsik ²
Joy I. Ewere ¹
Matthew K. Fries
Dominique Rojei Gibbs
Marissa I. Gonzalez ²
Maria D. Guerra ³
Mary Higdon
Emily Camille Hinkle
Jay Robert Hyatt
April Lim ³
Raven Kelsey Moore
Nina Nino ²
Denise J. Posa ³
Silvia Edith Romo-Duarte ²
Reina Ruiz
Kaitlyn Rae Schuetz ³
Jonathan M. Sload ¹

Gerald N. Smith ²
Krystal Ann Williams

Literature
Vanessa Berumen ²
Kimberley Rita Simone Burt
Nataly Cantero ²
Rachel Marie Catney ³
Rachel Elaine Cecil ¹
Dillan D. Dailey
Numera Dehri
Jorge Luis Gomez ²
Margaret Leigh Guttman
Dylan Lee Hunt
Kathryn Hazel Hurst
Elizabeth Ann Irvin-Stravoski
Travis Lee Kane ²
Tristan Brittany Manuel
Victoria E. Martinez
McKenzie Elizabeth Maze ³
Torian Preston Neal
Kathy C. Pham ²
Jadsia Samantha Roopchand ¹
Cheryl Lauersdorf Ross ²
Nereyda Rubio
Alicia Smith
Brionne Devendra Thompson
Marissa Lynn Van Dusen
My Huu Vo
Dakotah Wens

Department of Health and Human Performance
BANNER BEARER
Laura Ramirez ¹

Human Nutrition and Foods
Talha Ahmad ³
Andrea Alonzo
Magdalene Alva

¹ Summa Cum Laude – ² Magna Cum Laude – ³ Cum Laude – ⁴ College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – ⁵ Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Kristal Astrid Bautista  
Morgan Nicole Campbell  
Alexandra N. Castro  
Fatima Daknish  
Sidra Hina Deen  
Melanie Elaine Diaz De Leon  
Linda E. Efejuku  
Nastaran Entezari  
Janneth Flores  
Dante Gill  
Khadija Hamid  
Hana Jameel Hawsawi  
Diamond Alexxus Hightower  
Sohaib Mohammad Jabbar  
Sean Steven Jackson  
Julina Joseph  
Nicole Lynn Knepper  
Daniil Maikhrich  
Kelly Marie Mensik  
Aracely Michel  
Dawn Marie Modic  
Cindy Molina  
Maryam Nasri  
Boidiep V. Nguyen  
Dan Tan Nguyen  
Nga Hong Nguyen  
Mary Jocelyn Mendoza Nisnisan  
Marzieh Hosseingholi Nouri  
Precious Osaze Omokaro  
Jiwoon Park  
Priscilla My Huyen Pham  
Tiffany Alexandra Phan  
Snigdha Poudyal  
Aleexa Qamar  
Roxana R. Rahdaie  
Mary Lisset Ramos  
Raul Ramos, Jr.  
Maricssa Rogel-Herrera  
Jessica A. Schaefer  
Shahin Sharifi  
Hera Inam Siddiqi  
Samiyah Siddiqi  
Sana Siddiqi  
Erika Sixtos  
Hejal S. Soni  
Somaiya Iman Torrence  
Mary E. Valicek  
Janet Van  
Galia Weber  
Leeza Rachelle Wiley  
Leah Raquel Woods

**Kinesiology – Exercise Science**

Mohammed Shayan Abdullah  
Pedram Abolhassani  
Ashley Elina Abraham  
Jeminin Mary Abraham  
Rijo George Abraham  
Jacob Daniel Aguirre  
Elizabeth A. Alamillo  
Nimra Aleem  
Marshall David Anderson  
Dai Tran Andres  
Jonathan Caceres Aromin  
Ashley A. Arredondo  
Joshua E. Atherton  
Ivannah Bandalan  
Annie Banh  
Danielle Kathleen Banks  
Brian A. Barraza  
Hannah Kate Broughton  
Kyle Joseph Chandler  
Stephen Edward Chimenti  
Alejandra Cruz  
Victoria I. De La Guardia  
Wilson De Jesus Delgado  
Chassidy D. Douglas

---

1 Summa Cum Laude  
2 Magna Cum Laude  
3 Cum Laude  
4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA)  
5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Casey John Dupre  
Alexis Christine Eaglin 
Lewis Eo  
Guadalupe Fuentes  
Angel Macario Garcia 
Monica Garcia 
Valeria Veronica Garcia 
Baldomero Garza 
Joshua Logan Gibson 
Jasmine Irene Gonzalez 
Tyler Jay Grant 
Ashley R. Hartensteiner  
Monica Atef Henary  
Miguel A. Hernandez 
Tiffany Anh Thu Ho 
Victoria Hoang 
Brigitta Lara Hohl  
Mohammed Mubeen Iqbal 
Mohammad Sameer Irfan  
Denis Iveljic  
Diego Izaguirre 
Julian Jimenez  
Nicholas Timothy Jones 
Daniel Dial Kissoon 
Jonathan Abdallah Koborsi 
Jimmy Le 
Xinhysylvia K. Le 
Janie Lee 
Mallory Elisabeth Lenio  
Larens Dashaon Lesure 
Evan Miguel Long-Quian  
Susan S. Malas 
Abel Martinez, Jr. 
Tiffany Martinez 
Miguel Agustin Martinez Mata 
Neethu Mathews  
Steven Alexander McDuff 
Geronimo Jose Miranda 
Jade Moore 

Clancy B. Nelson  
Chelsea Hoai An Ngo  
Kenny Doan Nguyen 
Lan Hoang Nguyen 
Minh Quang Nguyen 
Tiffany Thao Nguyen  
Tran Bao Nguyen 
Anne Janine A. Noble  
Akolly Ogar 
Kishan Bhupesh Patel 
Shalini Mayur Patel 
Brianna Buus Pedersen 
Christian S. Pena 
Jason Pho 
Jibri N. Pimento 
Haley Paige Poinsette 
Mahdi Mohamad Rahhal  
Laura Ramirez  
Jonathan Marcus Rea  
Alaina Reyes 
Luber J. Reyes 
Marisela Elizabeth Rivas 
Christopher P. Rodriguez 
Cinthia Rosales 
Ryan James Sacueza  
Cesar Santillan, Jr. 
Samantha J. Saracho 
Holly Marie Scarborough 
Sarah Christine Schieffer 
Mamie Sellam  
Selena Ann Sierra 
Breanna Kay Simpson 
Ray George Smith-Lugo  
Aleksandra Joanna Strugalska  
Michael Patrick Sullivan 
Sean M. Taylor 
Astrid Linnette Torres-Suarez  
Diana Uyen Tran 
Kenny U. Trando

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Ruth K. Trimble
Tevin Truong
Zachary T. Turrentine
Alyssa Michelle Twardowski
Felipe Emmanuel Valencia
Tanvi Rajendra Vankawala
Robert Michael Villanueva
Clayton E. Wilkinson
Stephany Jungim Yi
Nathan W. Yost
Zachary Robert Zamarripa

Kinesiology – Fitness and Sports
Caroline Cuellar
Ramatoulaye Diallo
Tiffani Anne Echeverria
Lindsey Nicole Hopson
Brandy Pedraza
Jessen Perreras
Amy Eva Ramirez

Kinesiology – Sports Administration
Carlos Alba
Fabian Terrell Austin
Chrizna A. Gonzalez
Jhon Camilo Guarin
Co H. Lam
Gabriel Lara
Shelby Elizabeth Miller
Steven James Ochoa
Eric Jiraud Parker, Jr.
Kyle D. Postma
Pamela Kaye Rosario
James Michael Sowell
Janejira Mercedes Srilamsingha
Cameron Ellis Sullivan
Greg M. Ward
Phillip Michael Williams

Department of Hispanic Studies
BANNER BEARER
Sonja Aune

Spanish
Sonja Aune
Jacqueline Diaz
Alexa Patricia Domínguez
Michael James Guillen
Cristian Alonso Martinez
Katherine Townley Peacock
María Antonia Saavedra

Department of History
BANNER BEARER
Alex Young Paul

History
Antonio Louis Alcazar
Stephen Been
John Anthony Brundrett
Shaan A. Budhwani
Reilly M. Clark
Matthew R. Crow
Juan Eduardo Cruz
Steven Edward Curtis
Nathan A. Fannon
Nathan Garcia Figueroa
Daniel Garcia
Denise L. Gomez
Stephanie Nicole Gomez
Rebecca Nichole Harris
Leanne Marie Haynes
Santiago H. Hernandez
Rabab Jehan Hussain
Helenna Frances Ignatovich
Harry Lee Janac, Jr.
Genesis Roxana Jimenez
Fatoumata Konate
Justin R. Legge

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

GRADUATES

Jared E. Marks
Lourdes Martinez
Jonathan Lawrence Mendoza
Rosendo Mendoza
Jacob Albert Mexican
James A. Moore
Danielle J. Murphy
Xandria Lashea Outing
Andrea Lynn Owens
Alex Young Paul
Aleyda Perez
Christian Gilbert Ramirez
Jordan Alan Salazar
Veronica Santos
William Andrew Sexton
Ahmed Sharma
Connor C. Smith
Grace Wadad Srouji
Leslie Elizabeth Stenerson
James E. Thornock
Julia A. Trevino
Regina Elizabeth Vitolo
Boyce Warner Walker
Matthew D. Warwas
Joseph C. Wernecke
Brett Lee Williams

Zoe Elizabeth Westerman

French
Andre Boateng
Maria D. Guerra
Miaaeda Angelique Hutchinson
David Nguyen
Alicia Barbara Staszyc
Emil Alexander Vargas

Italian Studies
Alfonso Gonzalez
Gerald F. Margoni

World Cultures and Literatures
Josephine Geehae Roh

Department of Philosophy

BANNER BEARER
Ariana C. Peruzzi

Philosophy
Robert Gaddie
Collin D. Hegemeyer
Edwin Josue Custodio Marroquin
Ariana C. Peruzzi
Brian R. Roan
Josh Dale Roberts
Charles D. Ya

Department of Political Science

BANNER BEARER
Ana Maria Ibague Gil

Political Science
Shifa Asma Abuzaid
Mah-Noor Ahmed
Alyssa Diana Alvarado
Auruba Al-Zibdeh
Aleksander Andric
Arcelia Ruby Arratia
Adrian D. Bolin-Ashley

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Zachary M. Brown
Carlos Erick Campos III
Josselyne M. Chano
Rachel Clark
Diana Laura Davila
Katherine Drews
Jasmine Emara
Maria Camila Escobar
Maria Eugenia Ferreira
Anna Finberg
Christopher Michael Fisher
Zoe Anne Foster
Joshua A. Freed
Frank Sylvester Garcia
Jon David Garcia
Rubis Gaspar
Ana Maria Ibage Gil
Janet Gil
Sarah A. Glennie
Delvia Cassandra Gomez
Stacey Gutierrez
Joshua Austin Hawes
Evelyn Myra Hernandez
Gah Mun Ho
Dailey Hubbard
Emily R. Joslin
Eric H. Latimer
Herschel L. Bluestein Levin
Kenneth B. Levin
Peter Andrew Martinez
Frederico Batista Martins
Imelda Mendez-Llanas
Ashley Moore
Daniela Muñoz
Benjamin James Nelson
Alfredo Nevarez, Jr.
Kawinski Nichols
Paul A. Obrien

Maria Victoria Ortiz
Julia Ossemi-Seied
Thomas Gerald Palzkill
Ja-Nessia Claudette Prince
Nicole Quintero
Adriana Ramirez
Anthony Marcus Ramirez
Angelique Marie Reyes
Derek Charles Rivera
Meaghanne Ilene Logan Ruiz
John Kenneth Seydler
Arielle R. Slaten
Joshua M. Songer
Kiara Spicer
Chloe Mirelle Stowell
Romel A. Tamez
Christian Tovar
Victor Tran
Austin L. Turman
Gerson Vilchez
Qurut-ul-ain Karim Wasaya
Katie Anne Welsh
Shelia Williams
James Anderson Winston II

Department of Psychology

BANNER BEARER
Erica Rey

Psychology
Stephanie Anne Agostinelli
Rida Ahmad
Shannon Enam Ahmed
Lial Alkowni
Jennifer G. Allen
Kiandris J. Allen
Sahar Sultana Anjum
Laraib Asim
Susan Lynn Ayala

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
**College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences**

**GRADUATES**

Jeeva Christina Babu
Jacob C. Baird
Chelsea N. Balanciere
Brianna Brizh hại Banks
Noor Ull Aien Baweja
Claire Renee Berry
Mariam Bitar
Ashtyn Morgan Boggs
Jonathan R. Bohannon
Zulima Bordabehere
Christopher Callan Brooks
Madison Victoria Broussard
Marquesa A. Browder
Kemala Ieisha Brown
Kate Elizabeth Buchheit
Dorothy N. Burington
Sydney Chantel Callis
Ece Sedef Candas
Viena Tram Cao
Marina Medina Carrada
Sharon Lizzet Martell Castillo
Jaimie Lynn Castro
Natalie Chacon
Jawad E. charafeddine
Megan Juliana Chesser
Rahimul Haque Choudhury
Rachel Lauren Cipollone
Joshua Sterling Coleman
Merly Paola Serrano Condor
Katherine Contreras
Johanna Coreas
Allison Mae Corpuz
George W. Culpepper
Nageen Lily Davari
Hannah N. Denman
Vivian Diep
Christina J. Dondrea
Eric Raymond Dube
Darline Ekpo
Mariam El Wakil
Johanna Escalante
Judah Hernandez Escobedo
Diana Andrea Estrada
Saul J. Estrella
Tarannum Fatima
Kristeney Fenceroy
Tayler Marie Ferguson
Allia Raelynn Foley
Lisa Miranda Forger
Juan Angel Franco
Taylor N. Franks
Melissa Galvan-Maldonado
Jillian Angelique Gamboa
Adam Garcia
Ashley Garcia
Emanuel A. Garcia
Priscila Polette Garcia-Garcia
Adrian J. Garza
Joanna Marie Garza
Victoria Renee Gates
Anna Giannakopoulos
Melanie Marie Gomez
Elizabeth Diana Gonzalez-Diaz
Johnathan Gutierrez
Kaylee Guy
Nassim Hajazimzanjani
Alyssia Hastings
Lara A. Hattab
Lauren Adrienne Hazard
Rebekah Lee Cecelia Heisig
Cecilia Hernandez
Jessica Hernandez
Rachel Varese Hobbins
Eric J. Houseman
Kiran S. Idrees
Crystal C. Ike
Zhanar N. Imanbaeva ³
Mariyam Imtiaz
Camille Rose Ingenthron
Breanna Symmore Jackson ²
Lisa Milagros Jackson
Faye A. James ³
Destiny Annette Johnson
Lamorise Johnson
Miranda Lynn Johnson
Shaquita Dhishae Jones
Rachel Rosa Karshner
Marian M. Katrib
Edward John Keenaghan ³
Naiha Ahmed Khan
Maroun Pierre Koutani ⁷
Joseph Tron Kruger
Phung Phi Le
Amanda S. Lefebvre ²
Paxton Alexandra Leibold
Jacqueline Lemus
Coleen Lim ²
Melanie Denise Lindorfer
Chiara Lombardi ²
Jose Lopez
Angela A. Losoya
Michelle Sarah Loyferman
Candace Grace Macias
Cassidy Macygin ³
Kathryn Bernadette Magsino ³
Phi Nguyen Mai
Lorivic M. Maldonado
Katelyn Rose Malone
Rachel Ann Marte ¹
Caroline Alexandria Martinez ²
Norma Martinez
Omar Martinez ³
Nubia A. Mayorga ¹
Amy Lynn McWhorter
Cecilia G. Medina ²
Leticia Vanesa Duarte Mejia ³
Talia Mergi
Cindi Michalak
Lauren Susanne Micheletti ⁷
Hajra Moinuddin ²
Felix Monita
Stephen Netzley ²
Sze Tan Ng ³
Anne Thao Nguyen ²
Kathleen Nguyen ²
Nga Phuong Nguyen
Cecilia Nkolomoni
Zane G. Noureddine
Sydney Osamuyeme Odigie
Maritza Ortega
Virginia Guadalupe Ortega
Gabriel Tow Ortiz ³
Akinwumi A. Osanyintolu
Navpreet Kaur Panglia ²
Avni K. Patel
Jasmine Scharmine Perry
Duc Hong Phan
My T. Phan ²
Annette Lynn Eakes Ponnie
Almog Porat ³
Megan Nicole Prather ²
Ali K. Rajwani
Ingrid Yajaira Ramirez
Maria Elena Ramos
Erica Rey ⁵
Ryan Campbell Riddle
Samantha Rios
Eiko V. Risker
Maheen Rizvi ³
Berenice Rodriguez
Jonas Abisai Roman
Jadsia Samantha Roopchand ¹

¹ Summa Cum Laude – ² Magna Cum Laude – ³ Cum Laude – ⁴ College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – ⁵ Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

GRADUATES

Jamie Rovira ²
Mariela Sarith Salazar
Vanessa Yvette Salazar
Stephanie D. Salgado
Sarai Sandoval
Guadalupe Gabriel San Miguel ²
Erika Lynn Defensor Santos
Marinela Serrano ³
Yasin Shaikh
Shaylene Cheri Shanklin
Areej Sheikh
Hifza Hareem Siddiqui
Arielle R. Slaten
Brandon Derrick Smith
LaQueena Smith
William C. Solorzano ³
John Jun Song
Aldo Rene Soria
Paloma Canel Soria ¹
Nallely Guadalupe Soto
Samantha Christine Sperry
Matthew S. Spruiell ²
Dominique E. Stanush ³
LaTarsha Berne Stephens ¹
Alexandra Juliann Strack
Jessenia Elizabeth Taylor
Anica Keisha Tecson
Karen N. Terrazas
Amy Rose Thomas ³
Lakeesia Lawanda Thomas
Tyler Iman Thompson
Erica Renee Thurman ²
Eric Ting
Katelynn Quyen Tran
Clara Lins Trotta ¹
Hope Underwood ¹
Adriana E. Valdes ¹
Miriam Valencia
Audrey Isabel Varela
Jennifer Vargas ³
Marissa A. Viso
Kristen D. Vollbrecht
Phuong Anh Vu
Phuong Hoai Vu ²
Daniel J. Walker
Amber Danielle Walls
Abbey Elisabeth Ware ³
Ginger Marie West ²
Zoe Elizabeth Westerman ²
Morgan Sonya Wiggins
Catherine Celeste Williams
Jonathan Zachriah Yancy
Robert Sidney Yates
Mayra Corina Zepeda
Morgan Rose Zylka ³

Department of Sociology

BANNER BEARER
Chance A. Smith ²

Sociology

Chance Sir’Charles Allen
Jacqueline Valentina Blake
Nanci Rodriguez Cuevas
Erika Davis
Taylor Lee Dimes, Jr. ³
Damyean Dakethe Dotson
Hermie Escamilla
Christian Jordan Flores
Donald Ray Gage III
Dania Khan Ghauri ¹
Nicole Amaka Ginikanwa
Chastity Sharhonda Green
Jonathan Auroon Khandaker
Hannah LaRae Knight
Ahmad Laham ²
Asadali Lalani

¹ Summa Cum Laude – ² Magna Cum Laude – ³ Cum Laude – ⁴ College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – ⁵ Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
Kyle Jared Meyer
Madeylon Joyce Minguell
Nancy Veronica Rodriguez
Jennifer Lynn Rooney
Kaleb Scott Rose
Alexis Paige Schimmel
Chance A. Smith

Mark Anthony Soto
Alexis Adell Steele
Paulina Gomez Strom
Taisia Sturza
Christopher L. Taylor
Carter Dale Wall
Gabryelle Danyelle Williams

1 Summa Cum Laude – 2 Magna Cum Laude – 3 Cum Laude – 4 College Banner Bearer (highest GPA) – 5 Summa Cum Laude with 4.00 GPA
The Honors College at the University of Houston offers students special opportunities to develop their academic abilities. Below are the Honors College honors designations.

**University Honors with Honors in Major**
Students who complete the Honors College curriculum (36 hours) and complete a senior honors thesis.

**University Honors**
Students who complete the Honors College curriculum and elect not to complete a senior honors thesis.

**Collegiate Honors and Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major**
Students who fulfill the requirements for the honors program in the college of their major, including 21 hours of honors courses; who complete an Honors College minor; or who complete 21 hours of approved honors courses. If students also complete a senior honors thesis, they graduate with Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major.

**Membership in The Honors College and Membership in The Honors College with Honors in Major**
Students who affiliate with the Honors College during their undergraduate years and complete fewer than 21 hours of honors courses. If students also complete a senior honors thesis and fulfill the requirements of their major with distinction, they graduate with Membership in The Honors College with Honors in Major.

**Honors in Major**
Students who complete a senior honors thesis but are not members of the Honors College.
Recipients

**University Honors with Honors in Major**

Shifa A Abuzaid
Rachel Elaine Cecil
Maria Eugenia Ferreira
Joshua A Freed
Billy Allen Graves
Diana Faleh Hindi
Samantha Nicole Noel
Deepa Raj Patel
Ariana Carolina Peruzzi
Shane A Smith
Chloe Mirelle Stowell

**University Honors**

Marshall David Anderson
Sonja Aune
Jeeva Christina Babu
Alyssa R. Blackburn
Zachary M Brown
Katherine Ellen Drews
Cody Andrew Durain
Joy I. Ewere
Arash Hamvatan
Nimra Haroon
Rebekah Lee Cecelia Heisig
Diamond Alexxus Hightower
John Ryan Hormell
Heleanna F. Ignatovich
Crystal Chizoba Ike
Zhanar N. Imanbaeva
Karis M. Johnson
Katelyn Elizabeth Kenney
Kyle Knight
Eternal Faith Lokumbe
Rachel Ann Marte
Rashad J. Moody
Kaitlyn Jane Palividas
Megan Nicole Prather
Rebekah A. Richardson
Brian Roan
Jacob Aaron Roman
Jadzia Samantha Roopchand
Jonathan M. Sload
Matthew Stephen Spruiell
Dominique E. Stanush
Meena Sundaresan
Romel A. Tamez
Ruth Kathleen Trimble
Clara Lins Trotta
Galia Weber

**Collegiate Honors**

Matthew R. Crow
Jonathan Elsik
Roxi Fam
Gabriela K. Garcia
Barbara Herrera
Mary Higdon
John J. Hough
Rizwaan G. Lakhani
Cameron Alexis Meyer
Ashley Marie Moore
Alexandra Juliann Strack
Membership in The Honors College
Victoria Nellie Denker
Joshua R Dunn
Alec Peter Gagnon
Dylan Avram Ikhimokpa
Kaitlyn Rae Schuetz
Gerald N Smith

Honors in Major
John Anthony Brundrett
Aminat Oluwaremilekun Muibi
Stephen Michael Netzley
THE ATTIRE of the participants dates back to the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities began to be established in Europe. In 1321, at the University of Coimbra in Portugal, gowns were required attire not just for faculty members but also for students of all classifications. Other European universities started requiring gowns, but there was not a standard design. In 1887, Gardner Cotrell Leonard volunteered to design the graduation gowns for his class at Williams College. His design, as well as the standardization of colors to denote areas of study, were later adopted by an intercollegiate commission and are the ones used today by most United States colleges and universities.

Gowns: The bachelor’s gown has long pointed sleeves; the master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrists (some older gowns may be open near the upper part of the arm); the doctoral gown is fuller than the others with full-length velvet panels on the front and three velvet crossbars on each sleeve in black or in the color distinctive to the academic discipline of the wearer’s degree.

Hoods: The hood, worn by masters and doctoral degree recipients, drapes over the shoulders and down the back and indicates the academic discipline to which the degree pertains; the field of the hood denotes the university that conferred the degree. The size of the hood indicates the level of the degree.

Caps: The black mortarboard is the most common cap used. The tassel fastened to the center of the cap is black, although it may be the color appropriate to the subject of the degree. The tassel for the doctor’s cap may be of gold thread. Candidates for bachelor’s degrees wear the tassels on the right side, shifting it to the left side after being awarded their degrees. Candidates for master’s and doctoral degrees wear their tassels on the left side from the outset and do not shift them after receiving their degree.

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

| DOCTORAL DEGREE | Gown: Black |
|                 | Hood: Dark Blue |
|                 | Tassel: Old Gold |

| MASTER’S DEGREE | Gown: Black |
|                 | Hood: Citron |
|                 | Tassel: Black |

| BACHELOR’S DEGREE | Gown: Black |
|                  | Tassel: Citron |
A special thanks to the Convocation Team of Volunteers who assisted in making this memorable event possible.

Lauren Abbott
Ejiwumi Afowobi
Sakeena Andrade
Chad Arnold
L. Wayne Ashley
Leen Basharat
Christian David Calderon
Jyoti Cameron
Linda Canales
Niqolas Cobon
Kimberly A. Cooks
Martha A. De Leon
Eric Dowding
Sarah Fishman
Marion Foley
Debra Frazier
Sharnae Gilmore
Sandra Gold-Singleton
Corina Gomez
Christina Graham
Janie Graham
Alyssa Heinsohn
Emily Herold
Irfan Husain
Brittina Johnson
Tabatha Johnson
John Robert Jones
Morrisa Lathan

Sergio Leon
Susan Mangum
Scott Mason
Chadi Lewis
Alisha McCracken
Brittany McCowan
Anna Marchese
Joy Mayer
Cathy Medina
Micki Miles
Kelly Moore
Yolanda Moss
Skye Nava
Landis E. Odoms
Ruby Paredes
Larry Petty
Amber Pozo
Alan Rodriguez
Franco Rosales
Bobbie Sue Schindler
Selma Segovia
Patti Tolar
Flor Velasquez
Andrea Fernandez Velasquez
Maricela Villanueva
Sandra Wages
Demetria Walton
The Alma Mater

All hail to thee,
Our Houston University.
Our hearts fill with gladness
When we think of thee.
We’ll always adore thee
Dear old varsity.
And to thy memory cherished,
True we’ll ever be.

Words and music by Harmony Class of 1942